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ABSTRACT: Organic polymers offer many advantages as dielectric materials over their
inorganic counterparts because of high flexibility and cost-effective processing, but their
application is severely limited by breakdown in the presence of high electric fields.
Dielectric breakdown is commonly understood as the result of avalanche processes such
as carrier multiplication and defect generation that are triggered by field-accelerated hot
carriers (electrons or holes). In stark contrast to inorganic dielectric materials, however,
there remains no mechanistic understanding to enable quantitative prediction of the
breakdown field in polymers. Here, we perform systematic study of different electric fields
on hot carrier dynamics and resulting chemical damage in a slab of archetypal polymer,
polyethylene, using nonadiabatic quantum molecular dynamics simulations. We found
that high electric fields induce localized electronic states at the slab surface, with a critical
transition occurring near the experimentally reported intrinsic breakdown field. This
transition in turn facilitates strong polaronic coupling between charge carriers and atoms,
which is manifested by severe damping of the time evolution of localized states and the
presence of C−H vibrational resonance in the hot-carrier motion leading to rapid carbon−carbon bond breaking on the surface.
Such polaronic localization transition may provide a critically missing prediction method for computationally screening
dielectric polymers with high breakdown fields.

The use of polymers as dielectric materials in electronic
circuits offer many advantages over typically used

inorganic materials as they are highly flexible and are able to
be cheaply produced,1−3 but their application is severely
limited by their electronic breakdown in the presence of high
electric fields.4,5 For inorganic materials, dielectric breakdown
under electric field is well-described by electron avalanche
theory.6−8 Formulated by the early works of Zener,9 Frölich,10

and Von Hippel,11 avalanche theory describes the onset of
electrical breakdown when the applied field accelerates
electrons past the impact ionization energy, which in turn
causes further excitation of hot carriers (electrons or holes).
This avalanche process then results in structural damage of the
material such as crack formation.4,5 In this model, the critical
field for breakdown can be determined by solving the energy
balance equation between the energy gain by the applied field
and the energy loss due to electron−phonon scattering.6−8

Breakdown in organic materials like polymers is expected to
follow an avalanche process similar to inorganic materials, but
no such theory exists to predict the critical field. The difficulty
partly arises from the strong coupling between charge carriers
and atomic motions (or phonons) in polymers. In the case of
inorganic solids, weak carrier−phonon coupling allows the use
of perturbation theory to estimate the critical field.7,8,12,13 In
polymers, in contrast, strong carrier−phonon interaction leads

to polaronic effects,14 thus precluding the use of the well-
established perturbation theory for critical-field estimation.
Consequently, state-of-the-art computational screening for
rational design of high-performance dielectric polymers heavily
relies on a qualitative proxy (i.e., electronic band gap) of the
breakdown field.2

For quantitative estimation of the breakdown field in
polymers, which is critically missing, it is essential to
mechanistically understand field-induced hot carrier dynamics.
First-principles simulations based on nonadiabatic quantum
molecular dynamics (NAQMD) started shedding some light
on this topic (see Methods). Recently, Kumazoe et al.15

performed NAQMD simulations to identify key field-induced
hot-carrier processes in a polyethylene (PE) slab, which is one
of the most extensively studied and widely produced
polymers.4,15−18 Under an electric field of 600 MV/m, they
observed carrier multiplication and bond deformation as a
result of hot carrier excitation. However, an exhaustive study of
the effect of both pre- and post-breakdown fields on hot carrier
processes in PE has yet to be performed. The key scientific
question is: What determines the breakdown field in polymers?
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We found a field-induced carrier-localization transition at a
critical field of ∼600 MV/m, which in turn strengthens
carrier−phonon coupling, thereby leading to chemical damage.
This Letter elucidates the electronic origin of the polaronic
localization transition.
While the earlier NAQMD work15 has laid a microscopic

foundation to study rich carrier dynamics under strong electric
fields, it lacked a predictive power such as quantitative
assessment of the breakdown field. The present work not
only finds a new phenomenon of field-induced carrier
localization transition in polymers but also proposes the use
of thus-found critical field strength as a quantitative measure
for screening dielectric polymers with high breakdown fields.
While the Stark shift of electronic energy levels under an
electric field has been known for a century,19 its resonance with
vibrational excitations and their spatial localization were
recognized relatively recently.20 The present work for the
first time points out that similar resonance gives rise to a sharp
localization transition at a critical field strength in polymers.
To systematically study the effects of electric fields on carrier

dynamics in PE, we preformed NAQMD simulations on a PE
slab consisting of 18 × 1 × 2 unit cells composed of 36 PE
chains. Figure 1a shows (001) (or xy) plane view of the PE
slab, whereas Figure S1 in the Supporting Information shows

its (010) (or xz) view. PE chains are orientated along the
[001] direction and are numbered from 1 to 36 with respect to
their position along the [100] direction. An additional 15 Å of
vacuum was applied along the [100] direction on both sides
(total 30 Å) as shown in Figure 1a. Electric fields were applied
in the [100] direction (left to right in Figure 1a) using a
sawtooth potential. Figure 1b shows the spatially projected
partial density states (PDOS) on each polymer chain along the
[100] direction for PE under a 100 MV/m electric field. In the
PDOS we observe a superposition of bending due to the
exposed surface21,22 and tilting due to the linear voltage drop
arising from applied electric field as shown in Figure 1b. Figure
S2 shows the PDOS of the PE slab in the presence of 0, 100,
300, 600, 900, and 1200 MV/m electric fields. The resulting
PDOS is tilted near the surface on the right edge of the
supercell because of the applied positive electric field, while the
left edge displays a flat band profile due to the mixture of band
tilting and linear voltage drop. These effects are more
pronounced in the higher electric fields (Figure S2).
The linear voltage drop can be seen more clearly by

examining the change of the local Kohn−Sham (KS) potential
profile due to the applied electric field. Figure 1c compares the
(100) plane-averaged local KS potential with an applied
electric field of 100 MV/m (blue curve) with that without
electric field (red curve). Their difference (black curve)
represents change in potential due to the applied electric field.
The local KS potential responds linearly to the applied electric
field.
To simulate carrier excitation, an electron is excited from the

valence band in the bulk of the material to the conduction
band, thereby creating an electron−hole pair. The hole
behaves as a positively charged particle and thus moves
toward x = Lx, indicated with the blue arrow in Figure 1b,
where Lx is the length of the supercell along the [100]
direction. In contrast, the excited electron moves toward x = 0
as schematically shown by the red arrow in Figure 1b. Because
the band profile near x = 0 is relatively flat as mentioned
before, the electron experiences relatively less driving force by
the electric field, and thus, the hole dictates the breakdown
processes.
To investigate the effect of different electric fields, panels a,

b, and c of Figure 2 shows time evolution of the KS eigenvalues
for fields of 100, 600, and 900 MV/m, respectively. After
excitation at time t = 0, an electron−hole pair is generated. As
a result, an unstable high-energy state is formed, causing the
hole energy (blue curve) to relax to the valence band
maximum (VBM) while the excited electron energy (red
curve) to relax to the conduction band minimum (CBM)
rapidly within 50−100 fs, as shown in Figure 2a−c. The rapid
carrier relaxation itself is a general phenomenon even in the
absence of electric field, as shown in Figure S3. Under a 100
MV/m field the hole undergoes rapid and decoherent motion
and does not localize to any particular electronic band or
spatial location. The rapid oscillation in the hole dynamics,
shown in Figure 2a, was found to result from high-frequency
transitions between highly degenerate KS eigenstates (see
Figure S4 in the Supporting Information). For E = 600 MV/m,
this high-frequency motion is still present, but after relaxation
the hole localizes to the VBM from t = 125−155 fs and after t
= 190 fs. During these periods the VBM wave function forms a
gap state as it separates from the rest of the KS states. Under
the application of a 900 MV/m field, a transition occurs from
decoherent hole motion to coherent motion occurs, as the hole

Figure 1. Polyethylene (PE) under electric field. (a) (001) (or xy)-
plane view of the PE slab, where PE chains are numbered from 1 to 36
with respect to their positions along the [100] direction. (b) Partial
density of states (PDOS) projected onto the 36 PE chains under an
electric field of 100 MV/m. Schematic of excitation is shown, where
blue and red circles represent hole and electron, respectively. Blue and
red arrows show the respective direction of travel of hole and electron.
(c) Response of the local Kohn−Sham (KS) potential to the applied
electric field. Blue and red curves show the KS potential profile along
the [100] direction with and without electric field, respectively,
whereas the black curve shows their difference.
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smoothly relaxes to the VBM with a clear dominant frequency.
This is then followed by the immediate formation and
sustainment of a gap state at t = 40 fs. Fourier transformation
of the hole eigenenergy between 0 and 40 fs shows a peak near
200 THz, which is close to twice the C−H stretching
frequency (92 THz), as shown in Figures S5 and S6. The
second C−H harmonic reflects the deviation of the C−H bond
length from its equilibrium values, which oscillates at twice the
C−H stretching frequency, as was found in a previous study of
quaterthiophene on a zinc-oxide surface.23 The same harmonic
is present in the hole time evolution under a field of 1200 MV/
m (Figure S6). Similar C−H harmonic resonance may also be
present in lower electric fields but is washed out by the high
frequency of electronic transitions due to KS state degeneracy,
which is discussed in the Supporting Information.
To understand the formation of these gap states, we further

investigated the center-of-mass (COM) position of the hole
along the [100] direction as a function of time. For the kth KS
wave function Ψk(r, t), the COM position can be calculated as

∫π
π= |Ψ |
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where Lx is the length of the supercell along the [100]
direction and Ω is the volume of the supercell. We also
calculated the chain participation number (CP) of hole for
each applied electric field: CP = ∑i1/pi

2, where pi is the
probability the hole is on the ith PE chain. Figure 2d−f shows
the time evolution of the hole COM position, whereas Figure
2g−i shows that of the CP value. The 100 MV/m field does
not induce any gap states, suggesting a highly delocalized hole
in the system, as shown in Figure 2d,h. The gap states formed
under 600 and 900 MV/m fields correspond to spatial
localization of the hole at the surface and its confinement to
a single PE chain, indicated by the CP value near unity. In
addition, the hole’s physical motion to the surface appears to
undergo a similar coherent motion found in its eigenenergy
evolution. We found a peak frequency near 200 THz in the
carrier motion, which is consistent with earlier discussed C−H
vibrational resonance in the hot carrier motion. This coherent
frequency was also seen in PE under a 1200 MV/m field
(Figure S8). The presence of this frequency in both the energy
and spatial evolution of the hole indicates that C−H
vibrational modes assist the carrier motion to the surface
under these high electric fields.

Figure 2. Hole relaxation and localization. (a−c) Time evolution of KS eigenvalues under electric fields of 100 MV/m (a), 600 MV/m, (b) and
900 MV/m (c). The blue and red curves are the hole and electron eigenenergies, respectively. (d−f) Center-of-mass (COM) position of the hole,
XG
Hole, along the [100] direction for 100 MV/m (d), 600 MV/m (e) and 900 MV/m (f). (g−i) Chain participation number, CP, of the hole for 100

MV/m (g), 600 MV/m (h) and 900 MV/m (i).
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This transition from decoherent to coherent motion under
increased electric fields indicates a critical transition occurring
past 600 MV/m, which is near the reported breakdown field
for PE. Experimental short-term breakdown of polymers is
expected to follow a statistical distribution,24 where the average
experimental value for intrinsic breakdown is reported in the
range of 550−650 MV/m.5,25 With increased electric field, we
observed decoupling of the VBM eigenstate from the
remaining KS states prior to hot-carrier relaxation, which
displays an energy profile similar to the gap states formed when
the hole localized on the surface of the slab (Figure S6). This
indicates that high electric field induces localized states at the
surface of the PE slab before the hot-carrier relaxation.
To quantify this localization transition, we examined the

spatial position of the VBM wave function along the [100]
direction for the first 50 fs of the simulation as shown in Figure
3a−c. As the field increases, the VBM wave function becomes

increasingly localized to the surface of the slab. By inducing a
localized state at the surface of the slab, high electric fields
increase the susceptibility for the hole to localize on the surface
upon relaxation. For PE under an electric field of 1200 MV/m,
the localization of the VBM wave function was delayed. This
resulted in a delay of the emergence of the coherent carrier
motion and in formation of a sustained gap state (Figure S7).
A critical transition occurs past 600 MV/m, where the VBM
wave function becomes extremely localized to the surface and
decoupled from the other states, followed by coherent motion
of the hole to the surface. This transition is well quantified by
the fluctuation (σ) of the VBM energy before hole localization
as a function of applied field (Figure 3d). Figure 3d exhibits a
phase-change-like transition, where 900 and 1200 MV/m fields
extremely dampen the VBM energy in comparison to the lower
fields. This extreme dampening corresponds to a highly
localized state at the surface decoupled from the remaining
KS states. The degeneracy of KS states is broken by the
extreme electric fields, resulting in coherent motion of the hole
to surface followed by sustained localization.

The extreme localization of the hole on the surface and
formation of the gap state results in the chemical damage to
the PE slab. Figure 4 shows the C−C bond lengths for PE

chains 35 (solid curves) and 36 (dashed curves) as a function
of time under all five applied electric fields. For a field of 100
MV/m, no localized gap state is formed and accordingly no
bond stretching or breaking occurs at the surface. For 300
MV/m, two gap states were formed briefly at t = 90−115 fs
and t = 195−210 fs (Figure S9) resulting in a localization of
the hole on polymer chain 35. These gap states resulted in
weakening of C−C bonds and hence increased C−C bond
length on the 35th chain. The 600 MV/m field induced the
formation of localized gap states at t = 125 fs on polymer chain
35 leading to more extreme bond-stretching. Further, at t =
200 fs, the hole localized on chain 36 for a longer time (50 fs)
leading to a C−C bond cleavage. Past the critical transition
shown in Figure 3d, we observed formation of a highly
localized gap sate immediately after the hole reaches the
surface, resulting in rapid destruction of C−C bonds at the
surface for PE under 900 and 1200 MV/m fields, as shown in
panels e and of Figure 4, respectively. The electric field has a 2-
fold effect on the chemical damage in PE by first inducing a
localized occupied state at the surface that increases the
susceptibility of the hole to localize at the surface after
relaxation. After hole localization to the surface, surface C−C
bonds become depopulated making them more susceptible to
being broken by the electric field. Once broken, the resulting
defects will change the charge dynamics inside the polymer
triggering a positive feed-back breakdown process.26 While
weaker fields here caused limited chemical damage, long-term
exposure to them could eventually result in breakdown due to

Figure 3. Field-induced localization. Panels a−c show the expectation
value of the position VBM wave function along the [100] or x
direction during the first 50 fs for fields of 300, 600, and 900 MV/m,
respectively. Panel d shows the energy fluctuation of the VBM wave
function versus the electric field.

Figure 4. Bond stretching and breaking. (a) Three distinct bonds
colored black, red, and blue present in PE chains. Dark gray and white
spheres represent carbon (C) and hydrogen (H), respectively. (b−f)
Time evolution of C−C bond lengths for surface chains 35 (solid
curve) and 36 (dashed curve). Black, red, and blue curves represent
same colored bond in panel a.
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the process known as polymer aging. Experimental evidence
suggests chemical aging may occur as a result of energy release
due to electron−hole recombination on time scales out of
reach for NAQMD simulations.27,28

In summary, we have performed an exhaustive investigation
of the effects of electric fields in PE. We observed that high
electric fields lift the degeneracy of the PE slab by inducing a
highly localized state at the slab surface. This increases the
susceptibility for the hot carrier to localize during carrier
relaxation. Upon localization, a high-energy gap state will form,
resulting in bond stretching and breaking. We found a critical
transition in the response of PE to the applied electric field
occurring after 600 MV/m, which is near the known intrinsic
breakdown field for PE. This transition is marked by an
extreme damping of the VBM energy fluctuation and the
presence of C−H vibrational resonance in the hot carrier
motion. The polaronic localization transition found here may
provide a critically missing prediction method for computa-
tionally screening dielectric polymers with high breakdown
fields.
While the field-induced polaronic localization transition

plays an important role in quantitatively understanding DC
electric breakdown, electrical breakdown in dynamic settings
(e.g., AC, impulse, and ramp voltage) brings in far richer
phenomena. Recent studies have shown the importance of
space-charge dynamics in the discrepancies between AC and
DC breakdown fields, with AC breakdown field being
significantly lower.29,30 In addition, the dynamics of space
charge and its buildup have been linked to the increase in
breakdown strength with rising ramp voltage.25 In the light of
Stark effects on the resonance and localization of electronic
and vibrational excitations mentioned earlier, such time
variation of electric field brings in additional parameters
(e.g., AC frequency, ramp rate, and pulse shape) to selectively
control specific vibrational modes.31

In addition to the time variation of the external field, various
factors essentially influence the complex phenomena of
experimentally observed dielectric breakdown. These include
temperature5 and materials properties such as degree of
crystallinity, molecular mass, and sample thickness. For
example, experimental work by Mason et al. showed an
inverse relationship between sample thickness and dielectric
breakdown field,32 which was theoretically ascribed to the
formation of space charge and its dynamicsis.25 NAQMD
simulations could provide microscopic constitutive parameters
into such macroscopic transport models.
Furthermore, chemical defects commonly present in

polymer samples likely influence dielectric breakdown. First,
they are expected to alter the dielectric properties of polymers.
Recent first-principles calculations have shown that defects
such as iodine increase the high-frequency dielectric constant
of PE, while those involving hydroxyl and carboxyl groups
cause anisotropic changes in the static dielectric constant.33

Chemical impurities are also expected to introduce localized
states in the band gap, which can have adverse effects on
properties such as polymer aging.27,28 The effects of specific
defects on hot carrier dynamics and chemical damage in PE
will be the subject of future investigation.

■ METHODS
In this work, we preformed NAQMD simulations to
understand the process of dielectric breakdown in PE.
Quantum molecular dynamics34,35 (QMD) is an ab initio

method that integrates the trajectories of all atoms by
computing their intermolecular forces from first-principles in
the framework of density functional theory36,37 (DFT). To
approximate the exchange−correlation functional in our DFT
approach we used the generalized gradient approximation38

(GGA) and also employed the DFT-D method39 to make
corrections for van der Walls interactions. The projected
argument wavevector40 (PAW) method was used to calculate
electronic states. PAW is an all-electron method for computing
electronic structure within the frozen core approximation.
Projector functions were generated for the carbon 2s and 2p
states and the 1s state for hydrogen. Nonadiabatic quantum
molecular dynamics41−45 (NAQMD) allowed for dynamics of
excited carriers to be modeled within the framework of time-
dependent DFT46 (TDDFT). Excited-state transitions were
modeled using the fewest switches surface hopping
approach.47,48

Our simulations were employed on a polymer slab consisting
of 18 × 1 × 2 unit cells of PE. The equations of motion were
integrated in the presence of a Nose−́Hoover thermostat in the
canonical ensemble at 300 K. A time step of 0.2418 fs was
used, and the Γ point was used to sample the Brillouin zone.
The electric field was applied using a sawtooth potential. In
this work, we studied the effects of different electric fields on
PE ranging from a relatively weak field of 100 MV/m to
extreme fields of 900 and 1200 MV/m. The extreme fields
were chosen because we are investigating perfect crystalline
PE, which will have a higher breakdown field than observed in
experiment. The extreme fields ensured we completely
captured all the processes involved in dielectric breakdown
and allowed us to distinguish the dynamics of hot carriers in
pre- and post-breakdown fields. The NAQMD algorithm was
implemented in QXMD quantum molecular dynamics
simulation code.49
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